
A p-adi property of Fourier oeÆients of modular forms of half integralweightP. Guerzhoy1Notations and IntrodutionDenote by M2k (resp. S2k) the spae of modular (resp. usp) forms of weight 2k onSL2(Z). We will write q for exp(2�i�), where � is the variable on the upper-half omplexplane. Denote by M+k+1=2 (resp. S+k+1=2) the "+"-subspaes of the spaes of modular (resp.usp-) forms of half integral weight k + 1=2. These subspaes were introdued by Kohnen[5℄. Through out the paper we �x an odd prime p.Let k be an even positive integer.De�nition 1 We all a pair (p; 2k) singular if 2k � 4; 6; 8; 10 or 14 mod p� 1Note that eah pair of the type (p; even integer) is singular if p = 3; 5 or 7. For eah pthere exist in�nitely many values of k suh that the pair (p; 2k) beomes singular. For eahk there exist a �nite nonempty set of appropriate values of p.Denote by C p = �̂Q p Tate's �eld. We �x one and for all an embedding ip : �Q ,! C p .We will not make di�erene between elements of �Q and their images under ip. The symbollim will always denote the limit in C p . We write P(p) for an in�nite sum onsidered underp-adi topology. Denote by Lp(s; �) the p-adi L-funtion, where � is a Dirihlet harater([4℄, p.29-30). We put ��(s) = Lp(s; !1�s), where ! is the Teihm�uller harater.Following [2℄ we denote by H(r;N) the generalized lass numbers. They oinide withthe usual lass numbers of binary positive de�nite quadrati forms when r = 1. They arethe Fourier oeÆients of the unique Eisenstein seriesHk+1=2 = �(1� 2r) + XN�1H(k;N)qN 2M+k+1=2:One has H(r;N) = L(1� r; �)Xdjv �(d)�(d)dr�1�2r�1(v=d); (1)where (�1)rN = Dv2, D is a disriminant of a quadrati �eld, � is the Dirihlet haraterassoiated with this quadrati �eld, �2r�1(n) = Pdjn d2r�1 and � is the M�obius funtion.1Supported by Minerva fellowship 1



Let �� be the disriminant of the imaginary quadrati �eld Q(p��). Let  l, l � 0 bethe theta series assoiated with the binary quadrati form Ql, whereQl(x; y) = ( p2l�4 x2 + y2 if � � 0 mod 4p2l�+14 x2 + xy + y2 if � � �1 mod 4:Put  l = Px;y2ZqQl(x;y) = Pn�0 bl(n)qn.Let f = Pn>0 a(n)qn be a usp Heke eigenform of weight k on SL2(Z). Denote byL2(s; f) its symmetri square:L2(s; f) = Yr: prime(1� �2rr�s)�1(1� �r�rr�s)�1(1� �2rr�s)�1;where �r and �r are omplex numbers suh that �r + �r = r and �r�r = rk�1.Consider Rankin's onvolutionsD(s; f;  l) = Xn>0 a(n)bl(n)n�sThe number D�(k � 1; f;  l) = �2k�2L2(2k � 2; f)�1D(k � 1; f;  l) is algebrai [7℄In the present paper we proveTheorem 1 Let (p; 2k�2) be a singular pair. Let � denote the quadrati Dirihlet haraterassoiated with Q(p��). ThenD�(k � 1; f;  0) + (1� �(p)p1�k)Xl>0(p)pl(2k�3)D�(k � 1; f;  l)= (1� �(p)p1�k) (2k � 2)!22k�3(k � 1)(1� p2k�3)�(3� 2k) (2)
Remarks1. It is amusing to notie that the value in the right-hand side of (2) does not dependon the partiular hoie of the usp Heke eigenform f of weight k. The dependene on thehoie of the disriminant �� is very slight and expliit. Atually, only the value �(p) isinvolved.2. The denominators of the numbers D�(k � 1; f;  l) were studied in [8℄, Theorem 4.Rankin's method was used for this purpose. Even the p-adi onvergene of the series (2)does not follow from this result. This onvergene is the peuliarity of our singular situation.We are going to derive theorem 1 from the followingTheorem 2 Let (p; 2k) be a singular pair. Consider a modular form ' 2 M+k+1=2. Supposethat ' = Pn�0 (n)qn, (n) 2 �Q for all n. Choose N suh that (N) 6= 0.2



Then limr!1 (prN) = (0)Lp(1� k; �)��(1� 2k) ;where � is the quadrati harater assoiated with Q (q(�1)kN).We prove theorem 2 in Chapter 1. In order to illustrate this theorem, we need to onsidermodular forms of half integral weight whose Fourier oeÆients are "interesting" numbers.Chapter 2 is devoted to theta series. In Chapter 3 we provide a onstrution whih generatesanother type of half integral weight modular forms. It allows to prove theorem 1. Sine thisonstrution seems to us to be of independent interest we will briey reall it here.Consider a modular form f of weight k. We suppose that f is a normalized uspHeke eigenform. Let F be the Klingen - Eisenstein series assoiated with f . Sine Fis a Siegel modular form of degree 2, it has a Fourier-Jaobi expansion ([3℄, Chapter II):F = Pm�0 �m(�; z)exp(2�im� 0). Here �m are Jaobi forms of indexes m and the sameweight k. One has �0 = f . Consider the Jaobi form �1. It follows from [3℄, Theorem 5.4that �1 orresponds to a half integral weight modular form ' of weight k� 1=2. The form 'belongs to the Kohnen's "+"-spae. The Fourier oeÆients of the Siegel modular form Fwere alulated by B�oherer [1℄ and Mizumoto [7℄, [8℄. These numbers involve speial valuesof Rankin's onvolutions of the modular form f with theta series of weight 1. We will applytheorem 2 to the modular form '. It will yield theorem 1.Chapter 1In this hapter we prove theorem 2. First we prepare a few lemmas.Lemma 1 Let (p; 2k) be a singular pair. Consider a usp Heke eigenform f = Pn�1 a(n)qnof weight 2k. Suppose that a(1) = 1. Let K = Q (a(n)n�1) be the �eld extension. Let P be aprime ideal in K dividing p. Then P divides a(p).Remarks1. K is known to be an algebrai number �eld.2. This lemma explains the name "singular". It means that if (p; 2k) is a singular pair,then there are no p-ordinary usp Heke eigenforms of weight 2k, i.e. all the usp Hekeeigenforms are singular.Proof of lemma 1.It is known ([6℄, Theorem 4.4) that the spae S2k possesses a basis over C whih onsists ofusp forms with rational integer Fourier oeÆients. Let '1; : : : ; 't, where t = dimS2k and'i = Pn�0 bi(n)qn be suh a basis. It follows that there exist algebrai numbers �i; : : : ; �t3



suh that f = Pi �i'i. It follows from [10℄, Theorem 7 (see also Remark p.216) thatlimn!1 bi(pn) = 0 for eah i. It yieldslimn!1 a(pn) = limn!1 X1�i�t�ibi(pn) = 0 (3)If r � 0 then a(pr+1) = a(pr)� p2k�1a(pr�1), beause f is a Heke eigenform. It follows thata(pr) � a(p)r mod p2k�1. Taking in aount (3) we obtain the assertion of lemma 1.Lemma 2 Let (p; 2k) be a singular pair. Consider a usp Heke eigenform � 2 S+k+1=2 Let� = Pn�1 (n)qn be its Fourier expansion.Then limr!1(prn) = 0 for eah n > 0.Proof.It is known [5℄ that one an pik a usp normalized (a(1) = 1) Heke eigenform f of weight2k, f = Pn�1 a(n)qn suh that for N; n � 1(n2N) = (N)Xdjn �(d)�Nd � dk�1a(n=d):In partiular we get for n = pr(p2rN) = (N) a(p2r)�  Np ! pk�1a(p2r�1)!Combining this formulae with (3) we obtain the assertion of lemma 2.Our next assertion immediately follows from (1). However we formulate it as a separatelemma.Lemma 3 Let � be the quadrati harater assoiated with Q (q(�1)kN).Then limr!1H(k; prN) = Lp(1� k; �)1� p2k�1 :Proof of theorem 2.Consider the basis of the spae M+k+1=2 whih onsists of the �nite set of usp Heke eigen-forms 'i together with Hk+1=2. One has' = (0)�(1� 2k)Hk+1=2 +Xi �1'iwith some algebrai oeÆients �i. The assertion of the theorem follows now from lemma 2and lemma 3. 4



RemarkIt is a well-known estimate that the absolute values of Fourier oeÆients of a usp form ofeven weight inrease slower than those of an Eisenstein series of the same weight. One anonsider theorem 2 as a p-adi analogue of this fat. Roughly speaking, onsider a modularform F = Pn�0 (n)qn. Suppose that F = G + �, where G = Pn�0 d(n)qn and � is a uspform. Then limr!1((prN) � d(prN)) = 0. We have proven suh type of statements bothin the integral and in the half integral weight ases. The singularity ondition is ruial forour argument.Classially, suh type of argument was applied to the Fourier oeÆients of theta series.The �rst illustration of theorem 2 deals with theta series assoiated with unimodular positivede�nite quadrati forms.Chapter 2Let Q be an unimodular positive de�nite quadrati form on a lattie � of rank 4k andB(x; y) the assoiated bilinear form with Q(x) = 1=2B(x; x). Let y 2 � be suh thatQ(y) = 1. Then by [3℄, Theorem 7.1 the funtion�Q;y(�; z) = Xx2� qQ(x)�B(x;y) = X4n�r2 (4n� r2)qn�ris a Jaobi form of weight 2k and index 1 on SL2(Z). It is known that the funtionf = �Q;y(�; 0) = Xx2� qQ(x) = Xn�0 rQ(n)qnbelongs to M2k.Note that rQ(n) is the number of representations of an integer n by the formQ. rQ(0) = 1.The number (4n� r2) = #fx 2 �jQ(x) = n;B(x; y) = rgdepends only on 4n� r2 by [3℄, Theorem 2.2. The funtion' = XN�0 (N)qNbelongs to M+2k�1=2. (0) = 1.In some ases of low weight one an get preise formulae for the numbers (N) and rQ(n)(f. [9℄, x6 for the integral weight ase and [3℄, p.84-85 for the half integral weight ase).One also has the following asymptotis ([9℄, x6, Cor. 2):rQ(n) = 4kB2k�2k�1(n) +O(nk):For the orresponding p-adi statement, we have the proposition below.5



Proposition 1 Let N be a positive integer.a. Suppose that (p; 2k) is a singular pair, and (p;N) = 1. Then(1� p2k�1) limr!1 rQ(prN) = 4kB2k�2k�1(N):b. Suppose that (p; 4k � 2) is a singular pair. Then(1� p4k�3) limr!1 (prN) = Lp(2� 2k; �)�(3� 4k) ;where � is the quadrati harater assoiated with Q (p�N).Proof.Write f = E2k +�. Here � = Pn>0 a(n)qn is a usp form, and E = 1+ 4kB2k Pn�1 �2k�1(n)qnis the Eisenstein series of weight 2k. Sine (p; 2k) is a singular pair, it follows from [10℄,Theorem 7 ( and lo.it., Remark, p.216), that limr!1 a(prN) = 0. This yields part a.Appliation of our theorem 2 to the modular form ' implies b.One has to ompare our argument with the famous Siegel formulae on theta series. Letus reformulate Siegel's result as an identity of Jaobi forms. For this purpose we brieyreall some notations and de�nitions from [3℄. These notations and de�nitions will be alsouseful for us in the next hapter.Let k > 2 be an even number.Let (�i; Qi) (1 � i � h) denote the inequivalent unimodular positive de�nite quadratiforms of rank 2k and wi the number of automorphisms of Qi. Put "i = w�1i =(w�11 +: : :+w�1h ).Following [3℄, Chapter I, we denote by Ek;1 the Jaobi - Eisenstein series of weight k andindex 1. The Vl operator sends a Jaobi form of index m to a Jaobi form of index ml. Thisoperator preserves the weight. Its ation on the Fourier expansion oeÆients is desribedby formulae ([3℄, Theorem 4.2):�jVl =Xn:r 0� Xaj(n;r;l) ak�1(nl=a2; r=a)1A qn�r:Here � = Pn:r (n:r)qn�r is the Fourier expansion of a Jaobi form � of index m and weightk. Now Siegel's formulae an be written down as ([3℄, p.87)X1�i�h "i Xy2�iQi(y)=m �Qi;y(�; z) = (Ek;1jVm)(�; z): (4)We are interested in the ases when m = 0; 1. If m = 0, (4) beomes an identity of modularforms of even weight k. If m = 1, (4) beomes an identity of Jaobi forms of index 1 andweight k. Due to the isomorphism established in [3℄, Chapter II, one an rewrite it as anidentity of modular forms of half integral weight k � 1=2. In both ases the modular form6



whih appears in the right hand side is an Eisenstein series. The modular forms whihappears in the left hand side of (4), are linear ombinations of theta series. We apply ourproposition 1 to these theta series. The proposition asserts that for ertain p their FourieroeÆients whih numbers are divisible by an inreasing power of p, beome p-adially loseto the appropriate oeÆients of the Eisenstein series. (See also the remark after the proofof theorem 2.) It aords with (4) sine P1�i�h "i = 1.Chapter 3This hapter is devoted to the proof of theorem 1.Let F (Z) = XT�0A(T )exp(2�itr(TZ)) (5)be a Siegel modular form of degree 2 and even weight k. Put T =  n r=2r=2 m !, wheren; r;m 2 Z and n;m; 4nm� r2 � 0. Rewrite the Fourier expansion (5) asF (�; z; � 0) = Xn;m;4nm�r2�0A(n; r;m)exp(2�i(n� + rz +m� 0)):Lemma 4 The numbers A(n; r; 1) depend only on 4n� r2.De�ne the numbers (N) by(N) = ( A(n; r; 1) if there exists a pair n; r suh that N = 4n� r20 otherwise.Then the funtion '(�) = PN�0 (N)qN belongs to M+k�1=2.Proof.Consider the Fourier-Jaobi expansion of the Siegel modular form F :F (�; z; � 0) = Xm�0�m(�; z) exp(2�im� 0):It follows from [3℄, Theorem 6.1, that �m(�; z) is a Jaobi form of weight k and index m.Consider �1(�; z): �1(�; z) = Xn;4n�r2�0A(n; r; 1) exp(2�i(n� + rz)):A(n; r; 1) depends only on 4n� r2 by [3℄, Theorem 2.2. The last assertion of the lemmafollows from [3℄, Theorem 5.4.Let us speialize our onsideration to the ase when the Siegel modular form is a Klingen- Eisenstein series. The following proposition is a speialization of results obtained in [1℄,[7℄, [8℄. 7



Proposition 2 Consider f 2 Sk. LetF (Z) = XT�0A(T ) exp(2�itr(TZ))be the Klingen - Eisenstein series assoiated with f .Put T =  n r=2r=2 m !, where n; r;m 2 Z and n;m; 4nm� r2 � 0, g..d.(n;m; r) = 1.Suppose that 4nm� r2 = p2��, where �� is a fundamental disriminant.For a positive integer v put�T =Xx;y qnx2+rxy+my2 = Xn�0 bT (n)qn;�(v)T = Xn�0 bT (nv2)qn:Consider the algebrai numbersD(T; �) = (k � 1)(2�)2k�22(2k � 2)!L2(2k � 2; f)D(k � 1; f;�(p�)T ):Then A(T ) = L(2� k; �)0�D(T; n) + X0�l<n p(���)(2k�3)(1� �(p)p1�k)D(T; l)1A :Here � is the quadrati Dirihlet harater assoiated with Q (p��), and L(2� k; �) is thevalue at negative integer of the Dirihlet L-funtion.We will use proposition 2 in the speial ase when m = 1. In this ase T =  n r=2r=2 1 !is the matrix of a quadrati form from the prinipal lass. In what follows we will not makedi�erene between a binary quadrati form and its matrix.Lemma 5 Suppose that 4n� r2 = �p2�, 0 � � � �.There exists a binary quadrati form S with disriminant ��p2��2� whih belongs to theprinipal lass suh that D(T; �) = D(S; 0): (6)Proof.Atually we are going to prove that �(p�)T = �S. It will yield (6). We laim that if Sexists then it belongs to the prinipal lass. If �T = Pn�0 bT (n)qn then �S = �(p�)T =Pn�0 bT (np2�)qn. Sine T represents 1, bT (1) 6= 0. It yields bT (p2�) 6= 0. It means that Srepresents 1 and our laim follows. The rest of the proof (the existene of S) essentially isontained in [1℄, p.33. We omit it.Combining lemma 5 with Proposition 2 we get the expliit formulas for the FourieroeÆients A(n; r; 1) of the Klingen - Eisenstein series F . Lemma 4 allows to regard thesenumbers as the Fourier oeÆients of a modular form of half integral weight. Appliation ofthe theorem 2 to these Fourier oeÆients ompletes the proof of theorem 1.8
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